San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
AIT Followup Inspection Exit Notes
September 28, 2012

Good morning, I'm Greg Werner and I am the team leader for the AIT
followup inspection team.

The team members were:
John Reynoso-> Region IV, Resident Inspector
Joel Rivera-Ortiz -> Region If, Senior Reactor Inspector
Bob Hagar-> Region IV, Senior Project Engineer

As with any exit, these results are preliminary and subject to change based
on management review.'

The results of this inspection will be documenting in IR 2012-010.

This inspection was conducted in accordance with Inspection Procedures
, 93800, Augmented Inspection Team, as well as other NRC inspection
procedures, such as 71152 (Pl&R), 71111.21 (CDBI), and 71111.18
(Mods).

The team reviewed and assessed 9 of the 1O unresolved items identified in
NRG AIT Inspection Report 05000362/2012-007. Because of new
information received, we will only be closing out 8 of the 1O URls.
Unresolved Items 2012007-04, "Ev~luation of Changes in Dimensional
Controls during the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam
Generators," and 2012007-008, "Non-Conservative T/H Modeling" should
be dispositioned as part of the Confirmatory AcUon Letter inspection.
"

I only plan to discuss the 4 UHls that have performance deficiencies
associated with them, unless you would like me· to review the other 4 UfUs.
Not hearing any objections, will move right into the URls with P/Ds.

I '!.'ill briefly discuss those unresolved items that were reviewed and had no
I

performance deficiencies or violations associated \<vith them:

1. URI 2012007 02, Loose Parts Monitoring > The alarms 'J'w<ere
evaluated and dispositioned in accordance 'Nith procedures.

2. URI 2012007 06, Tube Bundle Support > It was determined that not
using tube bundle support was properly justified and documented./

a.

URI 2012007 07, Accelerometers > The accelerometer hits were
properly dispositioned. The analysis Vlas done correctly and
accounted for the orientation of the tuee eundle.

4. URI 2012007 09, Divider Plate Repair > No issues 'Nere identified
associated with the repair of the divider plate.

Please feel free to ask questions ~s we discuss each URI.

1. URI 2012007-01, Trip/Transient Procedure-> The inspectors
identified a Green non-cited violation of 1O CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, because Operations Procedure 80123-0-AB,
"Trip/Transient and Event Review," Revision 5, was not appropriate
to the circumstances, in that it applied to unplanned reactor trips, but
did not define what "unplanned'' meant.

The failure to define "unplanned" in procedure 80123-0-AB,
"Trip/Transient and Event Review," Revision 5, was a performance
deficiency with respect to the requirement in 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,
Criterion V, for procedures to be appropriate to the circumstances.

Since the term unplanned was not defined, it caused confusion
among. the operators and the procedure· was not completed. Data
was collected, but a formal post trip review was not completed until a
later date - not until John Reynoso asked for it.

The "unplanned" text had been inserted into the procedure -in
January, 2003, and had not bee_n revised since then, the inspectors
considered that the apparent cause of this finding does not reflect
current licensee performance, and therefore determined that this
finding does not have a cross-cutting aspect.

2. URI 2012007-03, Retainer Bar -> The inspectors identified a
licensee-identified non-cited violation of 1O CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion Ill, "Design Control" for the licensee's failure to verify the
adequacy of the replacement steam generator design for Units 2 and

3 with respect to the susceptibility of the retainer bars in the antivibration bar assembly to flow-induced vibration. 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B, Criterion Ill, Design Control, requires in part, that design
control measures shall be established to provide for verifying or
checking the adequacy of design, such as by the performance of
design reviews, by the use of alternate or simplified calculational
methods, or by the performance of a suitable testing program.
Specifically, SONGS failed to ensure that there was sufficient
analytical effort in the design methodology of the anti-vibration bar
assembly to support the conclusion that tube wear would not occur as
a result of contact with the retainer bars due to flow-induced vibration.
Consequently, the inadequate design of the retainer bar allowed the
smaller diameter retainer bars to vibrate during normal operation to
the extent of causing wear on the adjacent tubes, which challenged
the integrity of the Reactor Coolant System boundary. The
inspectors determined that SONGS failed to verify the adequacy of
the retainer bar design as required by procedure S0123-XXIV37.8.26

3. URI 2012007-05, Shipping Requirements for S/Gs not in Accordance
with Requirements -> The inspectors identified a Green NCV of 1O
CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIII, "Handling, Storage, and
Shipping," in that, SCE and MHI steam generator replacement project
personnel failed to take appropriately measures to control
preservation of safety-related equipment during shipping, specifically
the protective environment provided for the Unit 3 steam replacement
generators was not appropriately specified or monitored.

Title 1O CFR 50. Appendix 8 CriterioffXlll, "Handling, ·Storage, and
1

,

Shipping," requires, in part, that, "measures shall be established to
control the handling, storage, shipping, cleaning and preservation of
material and equipment in accordance with work and inspection
instructions to-prevent damage or--deterioration." In addition, "when
necessary for particular products, special protective environments,
such as inert gas atmosphere, specific moisture content levels, and
temperature levels, shall be specified and provided." Contrary to the
above, prior to December 22, 2009, SCE steam generator engineers
failed to ensure specific measures to ensure that special protective
environment was specified and provided by the appropriate or

acceptable monitoring method required by 1O CFR 50 Appendix B,
Criterion XIII. Specifically, engineering personnel failed to ensure
adequate measures to ensure special protective environment in Unit
3 RSGs was properly specified and provided or administer with
appropriate monitoring to ensure the inert gas atmosphere was
properly maintained.

4. URI 2012007-10, 50.59 Review->

This was determined to be a minor violation against 50.59 (c)(2) for
not providing adequate basis for the change to use ABAQUS.

Your staff maintained records of changes made to the facility, but the
records did not include a written evaluation which provided an
adequate bases for the determination that the change did not require
a license amendment pursuant to paragraph (c)(2) of 10 CFR 50.59.
Specifically, the records in NECP 800071702-0050 and NECP
800175664-0170 for changing the method of evaluation used for RCS
structural integrity analyses for Unit 2 and Unit 3 (respectively) from
the ANSYS computer program to the ABAQUS computer program as
described in the UFSAR did not provide a bases for the determination
that the ABAQUS computer program had been approved by NRC for
the intended application.

The inspectors screened this violation in accordance with MC 0612,
Appendix B. Because this violation impacted the regulatory process,
that appendix directed us to disposition it not only within the ROP, but
also in accordance with the Enforcement Policy.

i

Within the ROP, we determined that this violation was minor,
because none of the more-than-minor screening questions was
answered in the affirmative.

Because this type of violation wasn't specifically addressed in the
Enforcement Policy, we referred to the Enforcement Manual, which
contains specific processes and guidance. Section 7.3.E says, in
part, that violations of 1O CFR 50.59 will be considered minor if there
was not a reasonable likelihood that the change requiring 1O CFR
50.59 evaluation would require Commission review and approval
prior to implementation. Based on our initial review and discussions
with your staff, we felt this applied; however, we are still waiting on
information that you indicated you would provide showing that
ABAQUS has been used and approved at other NPPs. If this can't
be established, then this will most likely be a NCV.

From the NEI guidance 96-07, Revision 1, concerning 50.59
evaluations:

Section 4.3.8

"Does the Activity Result in a Departure from a

Method of Evaluation Described in the UFSAR Used in Establishing
the Design Bases or in the Safety Analyses," states in part, that,
licensees can use different methods without first obtaining a license
amendment if those methods have been approved by the NRG for the
intended application. Section 4.3.8.2 provides guidance for changing
from one method of evaluation to another.

The second issue involved the use of ANSYS instead of STRUDL
and ANSYS for tube wall thinning analyses. This was determined not
to be a performance deficiency, because the tube wall plugging
criterion is incorporated in Technical Specificaton 5.5.2.11. You
requested a technical specification amendment to incorporate the
new value into the TS, and the NRG approved that request via
Amendment 220 in June 2009.

This concludes my comments on the URls. Do you have any
questions regarding the URls discussed?

As I indicated during the debrief, we are working with Hqs to
determine the appropriate mechanism to apply enforcement to MHI
for the inadequate design associated with FIT-Ill. Initial plans were to
try and develop and include in this report an Notice of·NonConformance to MHI; however, in discussions with the Vendor
Branch, they feel it is more appropriate that any actions.taken related
to MHI would be done as part of a vendor inspection. As you know,
the Vendor Branch, Art Howell, and I will be goi_ng to Japan next
week· to look at the proposed AVB modification. If a Notice of
Nonconformance is determined to be appropriate, it will be issued in
the Vendor report.

For the T/H modeling URI, we felt confident that we had enough
information to disposition and close this item when we completed the
onsite inspection, with a few questions that remained to be answered.
Based on new information received on September 18, we determined.
that additional reviews needed to be conducted of new information
that was provided to the team. Based on the new information,
. SONGS and MHI both had the opportunity and had numerous

discussions about issues with FIT-Ill and the apparent disconnect
between results that FIT-Ill provided as compared to other similar
replacement S/Gs. In addition, many of the items that attributed to
both the FEI and AVB issues appear to have been discussed and
discounted during early design meetings (2005 time frame). We will
be revi~wing those items during subsequent inspections to determine
how those questions/concerns were dispositioned by both SONGS
and MHI. A thorough review of the timeline items needs to be
completed by SONGS and your root cause evaluation(s) need to be
reviewed and that inf9rmation included as part of your casual
evaluation.

This concludes my prepared remarks, do you have any questions?

Thank you.
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SUBJECT:

SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION - NRG CONFIRMATORY
ACTION LETTER RESPONSE INSPECTION 05000361/2012009

Dear Mr. Dietrich
On April?? , 2013, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRG) completed a review of your
Confimatory Action Letter Response (ML 12285A263) for Unit 2, dated October 3, 2012 to the
NRG Confirmatory Action Letter (ML 12087A323) , dated March 27, 2012. In your letter, you
indicated to the NRG that Southern California Edison had completed all of the actions specified
in the Confirmatory Action Letter associated with Unit 2 and that Unit 2 was safe to restart. The
NRG also reviewed the two open unresolved items identified as part of the Augmented
Inspection Team Report 05000361 /2012007 and 05000362/2012007(ML12188A748) . The two
unresolved items were related to the mechanistic cause of the tube-to-tube vibration resulting
from fluid-elastic instability. The enclosed report documents the inspection results discussed
with you and other members of your staff on April ??, 2013.
The inspectors examined activities conducted under your license as they relate to safety and
compliance with the Commission's rules and regulations and with the conditions of your license.
The inspectors reviewed selected procedures, documents, and records and interviewed
personnel.
The NRG completed the review of your Confirmatory Action Letter response, dated October 3,
2012 and no find ings were identified during this inspection that were associated with your
response. (If we find violations. we will have to change the language here as well as farther in
the cover letter to discuss Green findings and cross-cutting aspects) As part of a coordinated
effort, a technical evaluation was conducted by members of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and
Research and was documented in Technical Evaluation ??? (ML???????). The results of both
reviews will be coordinated and a restart decision will be announced ???????.
Put similar text in hear as was in the AIT Followup Inspection to discuss path forward.

P. Dietrich
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In accordance with 10 CFR 2 .390 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," a copy of this letter, its
enclosure, and your response (if any) will be available electronically for public inspection in the
NRC Public Document Room or from the Publicly Available Records (PARS) component of the
NRC's Agencywide Document Access and Management System (ADAMS). ADAMS is
accessible from the NRC Web site at http://www.nrc.gov/reading -rm/adams.html (the Public
Electronic Reading Room) .
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Region IV
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

IR 05000361 /2012009; 12/03/2012 - 12/07/2012; San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station ;
Confirmatory Action Letter Response Inspection.
This inspection team was comprised of one resident, two region -based, two headquarters-based,
and three contractor inspectors. One apparent White finding and violation of low to moderate
sat ety significance was identified. The significance of most findings is indicated by their color
(Green, White, Yellow, or Red) using Inspection Manual Chapter 0609, "Significance
Determination Process." The cross-cutting aspect is determined using Inspection Manual
Chapter 0310, "Components Within the Cross-Cutting Areas." Findings for which the
significance determination process does not apply may be Green or be assigned a severity level
after NRC management review. The NRC's program for overseeing the safe operation of
commercial nuclear power reactors is described in NUREG-1649, "Reactor Oversight Process,"
Revision 4, dated December 2006.
A. NRC-ldentified Findings and Self-Revealing Findings

Cornerstone: Initiating Events
•

Green. A self-revealing non-cited violation

Cornerstone: Mitigating Systems
•

Green .

Cornerstone: Barrier Integrity
•

Green.

Cornerstone: Occupational Radiation Safety
•

Green.

Cornerstone: Public Radiation Safety
•

Green.

Cornerstone: Emergency Preparedness
•

Green.

B. Licensee-Identified Violations

None
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Violations (a violation) of very low safety significance or severity level IV that were (was)
identified by the licensee have (has) been reviewed by the inspectors. Corrective actions
taken or plan ned by the licensee have been entered into the licensee's corrective action
program. These violations (this violation) and associated corrective action tracking
numbers are listed in Section 40A7 of this report.
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REPORT DETAILS
Summary of Plant Status
Prior to the event, San Onofre Unit 2 was shut down for refueling outage and Unit 3 was
operating at 100 percent rated thermal power with no plant evolutions in progress. On
January 31 , 2012, Unit 3 control room operators received an alarm that indicated a primary-tosecondary reactor coolant leak from steam generator 3E0-88. The alarm received was from the
main condenser air ejector radiation monitors, which continuously samples from a vent line for
the purpose of rapidly identifying steam generator tube leaks. Although the leak rate was small,
it increased enough in a short period of time for the licensee to perform a rapid shutdown . The
estimated leak rate was 75 gallons per day. The facility license allows fu ll power operation with a
steady state leak rate of less than 150 gallons per day. On February 2, 2012, Unit 3 reached
cold shutdown conditions. The licensee reviewed the amount of gaseous radioactivity released
and estimated a dose of approximately 0.0000452 mrem to a member of the public. The annual
regulatory limit to a member of the public is 100 mrem per year. At the time of the inspection ,
Unit 2 was in a shutdown and cooldown status.

1. REACTOR SAFETY
40A3 Follow-up of Events and Notices of Enforcement Discretion (71153)
.1

(Closed) TBD, checking

40A5 Other Activities
Inspection Procedure 92702, Followup on Traditional Enforcement Actions Including
Violations, Deviations , Confirmatory Action Letters, Confirmatory Orders, and Alternative
Dispute Resolution Confirmatory Orders
.1

Review of Root Cause Evaluations
a. Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed Southern California Edison (SCE) Root Cause Evaluations
Nuclear Notifications 201836126 and 201836127, and Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
(Mitsubishi) Technical Evaluation Report, Document L5-04GA564, to determine the
following : {1) complete and accurate identification of the problem ; (2) evaluation and
disposition of operability/reportability issues; (3) consideration of extent of condition ,
generic implications, and common cause; (4) classification and prioritization of the
resolution of the problem ; (5) identification of root and contributing causes of the
problem; (6) identification of corrective actions; (7) completion of corrective actions on
Unit 2, including corrective actions based on the Unit 3 cause evaluation ; and (8)
effectiveness reviews.
b. Observations and Findings
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No findings were identified.
The team reviewed the SCE root cause evaluations and Mitsubishi technical
evaluation related to the SCE steam generator tube degradation issue. The licensee
and Mitshubishi used multiple techniques which included Event and Causal Factor
Charting, Barrier Analysis, and Kepner-Tregoe analysis to assess the probable
causes of the tube wear identified in both Unit 2 and 3 steam generators. The team
identified that both SCE and Mitshbishi identified four types of wear in both Unit 2 and
3 steam generators. The wear was divided into four types. The identified wear were
assessed by both SCE and Mitsubishi and corrective action recommendations were
identified. The tube four types of tube wear are discussed in the following sections of
this report. tube support plate
• Type 1 (tube-to-tube wear) - Wear in the tube free-span sections in the Ubend region . Most of the tubes with this type of wear have also wear
indications at anti-vibration bars and tube support plates. In this case , it is
considered that the entire tube, including the straight leg, was vibrating
excessively.
• Type 2 (anti-vibration bar wear) - Wear at the tube-to-anti-vibration bar
intersections only with no wear indications in the tube free-span sections.
Some of these tubes have wear indications at the tube support plates as well.
In this case, it is considered that mainly the U-bend section of the tube was
vibrating .
• Type 3 (tube support plate wear) - Wear at the tube-to-tube support plate
intersections only in the straight section of the tubes. In this case, it is
considered that only the straight section of the tube was vibrating.
• Type 4 (RB wear) - Wear at the anti-vibration bar structure retainer bars in the
tube U-bend section. These tubes have no wear indications in the free span,
at anti-vibration bars or at tube support plates. In this case, it is considered
that the retainer bar itself was vibrating and the tube was not vibrating.
In comparison, Mtsubishi encompassed all tube wear that was associated with tube
exhibiting tube-to-tube wear in their Type 1 evaluation. SCE discussed all of the
indication in each type of tube wear indication.
1).

Tube-to-Retainer Bar Wear (Type 4)
The licensee requested Mitsubishi to conduct an evaluation of the retainer bar to
tube wear as a result of the wear indications found in the Unit 2 steam generators.
Mitsubishi's evaluation (S023-617-1-M1562, Retainer Bar Tube Wear Report,
Rev. 4) determined that the wear was the result of movement of the retainer bar
located at anti -vibration bars 2 and 3 on the hot leg side of the u-bend and antivibration bars 1O and 11 on the cold leg side. A review of the retainer bars at
these locations revealed that the SCE RSGs retainer bars were significantly
longer (24.02 inches in length) when compared to in other steam generator
designs (7-13 inches in length). In addition, the natural frequency associated with
the longer, thinner retainer bars was significantly (approximately 5 times) less than
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the other steam generator designs reviewed during the evaluation. The licensee
determined that the mechanical root cause of the wear was the combination of the
longer length and smaller diameter (0.187 inches) retainer bar natural frequency
and the increased flow velocities contributed to a flow induced vibration of the
retainer bars resulting in tube-to-retainer bar contact.

The licensee determined that the lack of tube-to-retainer bar wear at anti-vibration
bars 01 and 12, which are the same dimensions as the four previously discussed,
was contributed to the lower flow velocity (7.5 ft/s) at the anti-vibration 01 location
compared to the flow velocity (9.8 ft/s) at anti-vibration 02 location. Mitsubishi
failed to evaluate the potential effects of flow induced vibrations during the antivibration and retainer bar design due to assumptions that the natural frequency of
the retaining bar was high enough to preclude flow induced vibration. Mitsubishi
failed to consider the effects of using retainer bars that were longer and of smaller
diameter than those they have previously used. The licensee initially questioned
the vibration of the retainer bars but failed to independently evaluate the
Mitsubishi response and agreed with the determination that retainer bars would
not come into contact with the tubes. Mitsubishi provided additional chromium
plating of the retainer bars to reduce the wear coefficient and minimize potential
wear in response to the licensee's questions.
The licensee's corrective actions included preventively plugging 94 tubes in each
of the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators in the vicinity of the retainer bars to preclude
the potential for future tube leaks related to retainer bar wear while still providing a
physical restraint for the retainer bars. For details about the retainer bar design
non-cited violation , please refer to Inspection Report 05000361 /2012010 and
05000362/2012010(ML12318A342).
2).

Tube-to-Tube Wear (Type 1)
The team reviewed the licensee's extent of condition associated with the identified
tube-to-tube wear which affected 326 tubes in Unit 3 steam generators during
eddy current testing following the steam generator leak identified on January 31 ,
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2012. Unit 2 was currently shutdown for the first refueling outage following the
replacement of both of the steam generators. The licensee had completed an
initial 1OOpercent bobbin coil eddy current inspection of the Unit 2 steam
generators which failed to identify any tube-to-tube wear. Following the
identification of the tube-to-tube wear in the Unit 3 steam generators the licensee
performed eddy current testing using a more sensitive (+P) probe of
approximately 1300 tubes in each of the Unit 2 steam generators from the same
area as the identified Unit 3 tube-to-tube wear. The licensee identified two tubes
with approximately 15percent tube-to-tube wear that were not identified during the
initial eddy current Testing using the bobbin coil probe.
The team reviewed the mechanisms that were determined to be contributors to
the tube-to-tube wear by the licensee and Mitsubishi. The mechanical cause of
the Unit 3 tube-to-tube wear was determined by Mitsubishi and the licensee to be
Fluid Elastic Instability associated with adverse secondary thermal-hydraulic
conditions and lack of in-plane tube support for the tubes. The lack of in-plane
support was the result of SCE RSGs being designed for out-of-plane U-bend
support with "zero" gaps in the hot condition and no consideration for U-bend
support in the in-plane direction. Mitsubishi determined that the contact forces
used in the RSGs was insufficient to prevent the in-plane motion given the
thermal-hydraulic conditions in the secondary side of the steam generators.
Mitsubishi identified, as part of their evaluation, that the contact forces in Unit 3
were less than the Unit 2 contact forces following the review of the manufacturing
dimensional tolerances. Additional discussion of the anti-vibration bar
dimensional tolerances are discussed in Section 6 of this report. Westinghouse's
independent assessment (SG-SGMP-12-10, Operational Assessment of Wear
Indications in the Li -bend Region of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2
Replacement Steam Generators Supporting Restart, Revision 3) concluded that
Unit 2's tube-to-tube wear may be a result of tube-to-tube proximity in conjunction
with flow induced vibration . This mechanism was determined to be a probable
cause due to the wear patterns on the anti-vibration bars being limited to the antivibration bar width and not exhibiting the longer wear patterns associated with inplane movement. The inspectors identified that this extent of condition for the
tube proximity wear mechanics was not evaluated as part of the root cause
evaluation . The licensee issued condition report Nuclear Notification 201836127
to update the tube-to-tube wear root cause analysis with the licensee's and
Mitsubishi's analysis of the Westinghouse Operations Assessment manufacturing
issues and any resulting corrective action to address these issues.
The team reviewed the licensee's corrective actions associated with the tube-totube wear. The licensee initially plugged the two tubes that were identified as
having tube-to-tube wear. The licensee preventatively plugged Unit 2 tubes using
information from the Unit 3 steam generator wear data. . The preventative tube
plugging selection processes used nine screening criteria consisting of location of
anti-vibration bars and tube support plate wear indications, length of anti-vibration
bar wear indications, average void fraction over the length of the tube, location of
the tube within the bundle and co upling between adjacent susceptible tubes.
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Results of the assessments of each tube against the nine screening criteria was
reviewed cumulatively to identify which tubes would be preventatively plugged.
This selection process resulted in an additional preventive plugging of 316 tubes
in 2E-088 and 2E-089. The corrective actions associated with the adverse
thermal-hydraulic conditions identified in the steam generators will be discussed
as part of Section 2, Operational Assessments and Section 3, Thermal-Hydraulic
and Vibration Models, in this report.
3) .

Tube to Anti-Vibration Bar Wear (Type 2)
The team reviewed the licensee's extent of condition associated with the identified
tube-to-anti -vibration bar wear which affected 1767 tubes in Unit 3 and 1399 tubes
in Unit 2 steam generators during eddy current testing. The licensee considered
two distinct wear patterns as part of their evaluation consisting of tubes that ; 1)
exhibited tube-to-tube wear (in-plane wear indications) and, 2) exhibited out-ofplane wear indications. The first pattern was determined to be the result of
conditions resulting in Fluid Elastic Instabilities and subsequent in-plane motion of
the tubes. The second wear pattern was considered to be due to turbulence
induced vibration. Mitsubishi only discussed the second wear pattern described
by SCE as part of their Type 2 wear pattern . The first wear pattern was
addressed as part of the their tube-to-tube wear (Type 1) discussion . Mitsubishi
determined that the wear was due to random tube vibration. Mitsubishi describes
random vibration as a phenomenon where the tubes vibrate due to forces created
by turbulent flow as a result of fluid velocity and density fluctuations which are
smaller than those due to tube fluid-elasticinstability. Mitsubishi's determination
was consisten with SCE review of the second wear pattern . The adverse
secondary thermal-hydraulic condition (discussed in section 3 of this report) and
the lack of anti -vibration bar supports contributed to the presence of Fluid Elastic
Instabilities and turbulence induced vibration . The licensee stabilized and plugged
four of these tubes in Unit 2 and one tube in Unit 3 in accordance with their Steam
Generator Program due to the wear identified during the eddy current inspection .

4) .

Tube-to-Tube Support Plate Wear (Type 3)
The team reviewed the licensee's extent of condition associated with the identified
tube-to-tube support plate wear which affected 463 tubes in Unit 3 and 299 tubes
in Unit 2 steam generators. The licensee considered two category of wear as part
of their evaluation consisting of: 1) tubes with tube-to-tube support plate with tubeto-tube wear and 2) tubes with tube-to-tube support plate wear only. The licensee
determined that the higher tube-to-tube support plate wear identified in the Unit 3
steam generator was due to Fluid Elastic Instabilities resulting in higher
displacement vibrations. This conclusion was based on the relationship between
the identified tubes with tube-to-tube support plate and tube-to-tube wear.
Mitsubishi considered Type 3 wear as only straight leg wear due to vibrations
corresponding to the second category described by SCE. Mitsubishi concluded
that th is wear was caused by cross-flow induced random vibration in the region
where secondary flu id cross-flow velocities are high. The licensee did not perform
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additional cause analysis for the tube-to-tube support plate wear due to the close
correlation with the tube-to-tube wear and the corrective actions would be
inclusive in the tube-fo-tube wear corrective actions.
5).

Return to Service Defense in Depth Actions
The team reviewed the licensee's defense in depth actionswhich were specified in
Section 9 of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 Return to Service
Report dated October 3, 2012. The team reviewed the following defense in depth
actions and determined them to be enhancements which assist the operator's
identification and response in the event a steam generator tube leak occurs :
a) Injection of Argon into the Reactor Coolant System
The team reviewed the defense in depth action of adding Argento th e reactor
coolant system. The addition of Argonwill be added due to the normal reactor
coolant system gaseous activity levels do not support a sufficiently low
primary-to-secondary leak rate detection level at the condenser air ejector
radiation monitor. The team reviewed the licensee's actions to add argon to
improve the leak rate sensitivity. The team reviewed Procedure S0123-lll 2.22.23, "Unit 2/3 Steam Generator Tube Leakage Monitoring Program, "
Revision ? which specified that the reactor coolant system acitvated Argon
activity is maintained between 0.05 uCi/ml and 0.15 uCi/ml. Avalue of 0.1 0
uCi/ml of activated Argon ensures condenser air ejector radiation monitor is
capable of detecting a 5 gpd primary-to-secondary leak rate instead of the
normal setpoint of 30 gpd . In addition , the team reviewed argon injection and
controls specified in Procedures 8023-3.2.1 , "CVCS Operation ," Revision?,
and 8023-3.2.1.1, "CVCS Alignment," Revision? .
b) Installation of Nitrogen -16 Radiation Detection System on the Main Steam
Lines
The team reviewed the licensees implementation of a radiation detections
system for detecting Nitrogen-16. The licensee installed Nitrogen -16
detectors, a more sensitive radiation detection system, adjacent to the main
steam line to provide early operational responses to a primary-to-secondary
leaks in the steam generators in addition to current radiation detection
systems. The Nitrogen-16 detectors are located so that a leak would be
detected seconds after it occurs. This is an improvement from the current
condenser offgas radiation monitors and blowdown samples wh ich could take
up to one hour. The team reviewed notification NN800905312 which
described the implementation of the Nitrogen-16 detectors and procedural
guidance for the operation of the detecting system. The team identified that
Procedure S023-3-2.24, "Radiation Monitoring System Guidelines and RDU
Operation," Revision?, was changed to direct actions to implement Procedure
S023-13-14, "Reactor Coolant Leak," Revision ? , primary-to-secondary
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operator actions in the event that the Nitrogen-16 monitor alarms. This will
provide tor earlier operator actions in the event of a primary-to-secondary leak.
c) Reduction of Administrative Limits for the Reactor Coolant System Activity
Level
The team reviewed changes to Procedure S0123-l ll-1 .1.23, "Unit 2/3
Chemistry Control of Primary Plant and Related Systems," Revision?, for
defense in depth actions associated with admistrative limits for reactor coolant
system activity levels. The team identified that Nuclear Notification
201836127, Task 39, lowered the Dose Equivalent (DE) 1-131 normal range in
Procedure 80123-111-1.1.23 from 1.0µCi/gram to ::;0.5µCi/gram. This provides
an additional action level prior to reaching the Technical Specification Limit of
1.0µCi/gram . The team determined that procedural guidance will require
Operations personnel to consider the steam generator health wh ile performing
operational decision making .
d) Enhanced Operator Response to Early Indication of Steam Generator Tube
Leakage
The team reviewed procedural changes, training material, training records, in
addition to interviewing licensee personnel associated with the enhanced
operator response . The training consisting of simulator scenarios associated
with steam generator tube ruptures, classroom instruction on the addition of
Argon and temporary Nitrogen-16 monitors, training associated with changes
in plant procedures related to steam generator tube ruptures and primary
leaks.
The team determined that the defense in depth action were completed in
accordance with the licensee's procedural guidance .
.2

Operational Assessments
a. Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the SCE operational assessment of steam generator tube
integrity for SCE Unit 2 for the period extending from Unit 2 restart from refueling
outage 17 to Unit 2 shutdown for its next scheduled steam generator inspection. The
inspectors reviewed the following specific documents pertaining to the operational
assessment:
•

•

SCE Confirmatory Action Letter response dated October 3, 2012,
Enclosure 2, "San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 Return to Service
Report"
"San Onofre Nuclear Generati ng Station Unit 2 Return to Service Report,"
Attachment 4, "MHI Document L5-04GA564, Tube Wear of Unit-3 RSG -
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•

Technical Evaluation Report," Revision 9 (proprietary version) , prepared by
Mitsubishi
"San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2 Return to Service Report,"
Attachment 6, "SONGS U2C17 Steam Generator Operational Assessment,"
o Appendix A, Document 1814-AU651-M0144 , "SONGS U2C17 Outage
- Steam Generator Operational Assessment ," Revision 0 (propri etary
version) , prepared by AREVA NP Inc. for degradation mechanisms
other than tube-to-tube wear
o Appendix B, Document 1814-AU651-M0146, "SONGS U2C17 Steam
Generator Operational Assessment for Tube-to-Tube Wear,"
Revision O (proprietary version) , prepared by AREVA NP Inc.
o Appendix C, Document 1814-AU651 -M0145, "Operational
Assessment for SONGS Unit 2 SG for Upper Bundle Tube-to-Tube
Wear Degradation at the End of Cycle 16," Revision 1 , prepared by
lntertec APTECH
o Appendix D, Document 1814-AA086-M0190, "Operational Assessment
of Wear Indications in the U-Bend Region of San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station Unit 2 Replacement Steam Generators,"
Revision 4, prepared by Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC.

The inspectors assessed the implementation of the operational assessments relative
to Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) Report 1019038, "Steam Generator
Management Program: Steam Generator Integrity Assessment Guidelines," Revision
3, as referenced in Procedure 5023-SG-1, "SONGS Steam Generator Program,"
Revision ? . The inspectors' review included the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Degradation mechanisms, growth rate calculati ons , and assumptions
Tube plugging and stabilization
Operating restrictions
Appropriateness of 5-month inspection interval
Application of Unit 3 extent-of-condition on Unit 2 operational assessments
Mid-cycle inspection methodology

The inspectors also reviewed the thermal -hydraulic models and flow-induced vibration
models used for the operational assessments. This part of the review is addressed in
Section 3 of this inspection report.
In support of this inspection activity, the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
prepared a Technical Evaluation Report documenting its evaluation of the SCE
Confirmatory Action Letter response letter, including the accompanying enclosures,
attachments, and appendices. The Technical Evaluation Report is can be found in
ADAMS as ML?????. The scope of NRA Technical Evaluation Report included an
evaluation of the SCE operational assessment of steam generator tube integrity for
SCE Unit 2 for the period extending from Unit 2 restart from refueling outage 17 to
Unit 2 shutdown for its next scheduled steam generator inspection.
b. Observations and Findings
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•

No findings were identified .
The inspection team reviewed and concurs with the Technical Evaluation Report,
which included an evaluation of the SCE operational assessment for Unit 2.
Observations and conclusions stemming from team's review of the NRR technical
Evaluation Report that pertain to the SCE operational assessment include the
following:
[Observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion of the TEA.]
.3

Thermal-Hydraulic and Vibration Models
a. Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the Mitsubishi ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model as well as
the FIVATS tube vibration models as specified in Specification S023-617-1,
''Specification for Design and Fabrication of the Replacement Steam Generators for
Unit 2 and Unit 3," Revision 4. As part of the review, the inspectors compared the
results of the Mitsubishi ATHOS thermal-hydraulic model results to results of AREVA
CAFCA4, Westinghouse AT HOS, and the NRC's independently run AT HOS model to
verify consistency and appropriateness of the steam velocities and void fractions.
The inspectors also had the assistance of a contractor with expertise in steam
generator tube vibration who reviewed the technical basis for the revised Conner's
equation used to calculate stability ratios in the in -plane direction. Additionally, the
contractor also reviewed Mitsubishi's anti vibration bar contact model (since this is not
is not discussed in this section - deleted) .
b. Observations and Findings

ATHOS is an industry three-dimensional computational flu id dynamics code
developed by EPRI to assess thermal-hydraulic conditions in steam generators.
The code was developed in the 1980's and still is the best available and most
widely used in the US. The code iteratively solves the conservation of the mass,
momentum, and energy equations along with empirical correlations to calculate
the thermal-hydraulic parameters for a given steam generator geometry design
and set of plant operating conditions.
Mitsubishi used the latest version, EPRI ATHOS version 3.1 , of the code while
Westinghouse used their ATHOS60 version 3.0. Westinghouse has the most
extensive experience with the code, having developed several pre- and postprocessor add ons for their analysis methodology.
Mitsubishi and Westinghouse each independently developed ATHOS models and
ran cases to generate 3 dimensional thermal-hydraulic performance data for
various specific SCE steam generator boundary conditions. The NRC also
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developed an ATHOS model and ran limited cases for independent assessment of
the vendor analyses.
Cases were run for several Units 2 and 3 plugging scenarios and for power levels
ranging from 50 to 1OOpercent in 1Opercent increments. Velocity and density
output from these cases were used as input to the flow induced vibration analysis.
For the vibration analysis Westinghouse uses FASTVIB, and Mitsubishi uses
FIVATS. Both analysis compute the stability ratios based on a form of the Connors
Equation, but there were considerable differences in the empirical constants used
to characterize the tube excitation threshold. The empirical constants are the
critical factor K, and the overall tube damping ratio, h. The FASTVIB code
incorporates the analytical approaches with constants that were largely defined by
the work of H.J. Connors while conducting research for Westinghouse at their
research lab. The analytical approach of Mitsubishi was best estimate and was
principally based on more recent work by the Canadian researcher, M.J. Pettigrew
(Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal) .

In licensee calculations at 1OOpercent power with all anti-vibration bar support
effective, neither of the vendor models predicts stability ratios above 1.0. Both the
Mitsubishi and Westinghouse analysis have evaluated minimum two continuous
ineffective anti-vibration bars and the calculations then advance in continuous
increments of two ineffective support until in-plane fluid elastic instability is
predicted, i.e., stability ratio greater than 1.0 with different levels of plant power.

Overall, the inspectors determined that the Mitsubishi vibration stability ratio
results were higher than Westinghouse's independent analysis and therefore,
provided some confirmation that Mitsubishi's model was not underpredicting the
conditions of steam generators.
[Additional observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion
of the TER.]

Prevention of excessive vibration and fretting wear is generally achieved by a
combination of design, analysis, and testing as defined by each vendor and their
own methodology. Each vendor methodology is required to have some level of
val idation as noted for design of ASME components. This methodology is used to
layout and evaluate the many aspects of design before the steam generators are
manufactured. The anti-vibration bars and tube support plates should be
arranged to meet specified design limits established to prevent fluid instabilities
and minimize tube wear. The risk of FIV is highest in the U-bend region where
velocity and void fraction are highest or there is significant un-supported span
length.
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The methodology, based on the Connors Equation, is of the following general
form:

Uc

=K

[parameters * Ph]0.5

( 1)

where :
Uc - Critical flow velocity
K - Critical factor
h - damping ratio
p - fluid density surrounding the tube
and where:

SR =

Ueff

(2)

Uc

Ue11 - effective gap velocity (computed from ATHOS)
SR - stability ratio
The computations for Kand h vary for in- and out-of-plane SR and are different in
each vendor's methodology. The formulations for these new methods must be
investigated and judged adequate. The vibration analysis methods used here are
similar to that recommended by the ASME Code Section Ill Appendix N, originally
designed for traditional out-of-plane stability analysis. The anti-vibration bars are
designed primarily to prevent out-of-plane motion. The design thickness of the
anti-vibration bars provide for a small gap that essentially closes when the plants
heats up at power operations. The damping improves as the gaps close providing
stability for the tube in the out-of-plane direction . Although not traditionally
considered, anti-vibration bars also provide some limited stability and support for
tube motion in the in-plane direction.
During design, in- plane vibration was not considered since it was had not been
seen domestically and was believed bounded by (i.e., can occurs only as a
consequence of) out-of-plane vibration. With the assumption th at all anti-vibration
bar supports are active , FIV SRs are not predicted to approach 1.0 using the
Connors Equation methods. This is why for conservatism many vendors consider
0.75 as the design limit for SR.
Based on the occurrence of significant tube-to-tube wear (caused by in-plane FEI)
in both Unit 3 steam generators and some apparently limited onset of the
mechanism in Unit 2 (SG 2E89) , it is clear that more margin is desired in the
vendor analysis results. And in addition, these analysis methods for in -plane FIV
are new and have been not been used in actual application prior to this
occurrence at SCE.
Accordingly, both vendors have extended their methods for applicability to inplane fluid elastic instability based on a mixture of in-house experimental methods
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and recent advances in academic research . This extension is being done primarily
via an adjustment to the critical factor, K, by a 1.5 multiplier.
The problem is that the accuracy and effectiveness of the methodology is highly
dependent upon the number of assumed continuous ineffective anti-vibration bars
and many of the assumptions have not been vetted by experimental data. The
methodology however is currently the best available and with sufficient margins
should be capable to providing reasonable assurance of safe operation at
reduced power.
[Additional observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion
of the TER.]
1) Are the model uncertainties understood and adequately accounted for?
After substantial review, the methods used are fairly well understood and
questions are pending in both the Confirmatory Action Letter inspections and the
NRA TEA RAls that may affect our judgment of adequacy.
[Additional observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion
of the TER.]
2) Review Mitsubishi ATHOS and FIV models to verify margin to FEI.
[Additional observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion
of the TER.]
3) Do Mitsubishi ATHOS and FIV models appropriately predict flow and vibration?
What is the basis or confidence level for our assessment?
Mitsubishi and Westinghouse each independently developed ATHOS models from
the design drawings and steady-state operation data provided by the Mitsubishi
SSPC code . Westinghouse has a code called GENF that performs the same
function but it was not used in their analyses. The ATHOS code first requires a
geometry pre-processor run that generates a porous media skeleton of the
generator intern al components and structure. The thermal-hydraulic model with
specific operational data is then generated to provide 30 distributions of thermalhydraulic performance parameters.
As indicated, the NRC also developed an ATHOS model and ran limited cases for
independent assessment of the vendor analyses. The NRC and Mitsubishi used
the latest version 3.1 of the ATHOS code, whereas Westinghouse used in-house
version called ATHOS60, and it is not clear which version of ATHOS their code is
developed from .
The ATHOS code has undergone widespread use of by utilities and vendors since
its release back in 1986. Besides providing vibration data, the code has many
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other uses including performance trending, deposit mapping, and sludge pile
predictions. The code is not used for safety analysis and has not been reviewed or
approved by the NRC. The code however is considered to valid for the conditions
and applications for which it is applied to in these studies.
It doesn't appear that EPRI performed any extensive validation of the code.
However, Westinghouse uses the code extensively for new designs as well as
assessments for the various model series of Westinghouse steam generators.
Accordingly Westinghouse has also performed a level of validation and
verification, benchmarking the code against several full-sized and scaled model
tests [2]. They concluded that the ATHOS calculated thermal-hydraulic
parameters were in good agreement with measured data and so proven to be
conservative and acceptable for determining the SG thermal-hydraulic
performance for new designs.
For vibration modeling, both vendors use the basic Connors Equation but with
different empirical basis and methods to derive and apply coefficients. The NRC
did not develop independent FIV calculations however; the vendor computations
for FIV are straightforward enough that they can be checked with hand
calculations.
(Additional observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion
of the TEA.]

.4

Design Modification Review
a. Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed the design changes, listed below, that were associated with
the licensee's Confirmatory Action Letter Response for the Unit 2 steam generators to
determine whether the changes to the facility or procedures, as described in·the
updated final safety analysis report, had been reviewed and documented in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.59 requirements.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant Operation at 70 Percent Power Level
Argon (Ar-40) Injection into the reactor coolant system
Nitrogen (N-16) Radiation Detection System on the Main Steam Lines
Vibration and Loose Parts Monitoring System
Annunciator for 70 Percent Power Operation
Tube Plugging and Stabilization

The inspectors reviewed the various information used by Southern California Edison
to make the changes to the Unit 2 steam generators associated with their return to
operation, including calculations, analyses, design change documentation,
procedures, the updated final safety analysis report, the technical specifications, and
plant drawings. The inspectors interviewed plant personnel responsible for
developing and evaluating the design changes. The inspectors compared the safety
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evaluations and supporting documents to the guidance and methods provided in NEI
96-07, "Guidelines for 10 CFR 50.59 implementation ," Revision 1, as endorsed by
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 1O CFR 50.59,
Changes, Tests, and Experiments," to determine the adequacy of the evaluations.
b. Observations and Findings
The inspectors determined that the 50.59 screen and evaluations were performed in
accordance with the guidance and methods provided in NEI 96-07, "Guidelines tor 10
CFR 50.59 implementation," Revision 1, as endorsed by NRC Regulatory Guide
1.187, "Guidance for Implementation of 1O CFR 50.59, Changes, Tests, and
Experiments," with the exception of the following discussions.
May be another discussion on the adequacy of the 70percent power due to final
determination of the tube integrity TS
During the inspector review of the 1O CFR 50.59 Screenings for Operation at
70percent Reactor Power associated with Nuclear Engineering Change Package
(NECP) 800873488-0131 and Vibration and Loose Parts Monitor System (V&LPMS)
Modification associated with NECP 800457837-0550 and identified the following
deficiencies.
1) Operation at 70percent Reactor Power
a) Technical Specification (TS) Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.3.1.11 , states,
"Using the incore detectors, verify the shape annealing matrix elements to be
used by the [core protection calculators] CPCs," with a specified frequency of,
"Once after each refueling prior to exceeding 85percent (reactor thermal
power] RTP." However, the inspector identified that the 50.59 screen for
70percent evaluation of this TS incorrectly stated that "SR 3.3.1.11 is not
required to be performed until 12 hrs after THERMAL POWER has reached or
exceeded 85percent [reactor power] RP."
b) TS SR 3.3.1 .2 states, "Verify total Reactor Coolant System (RCS) flow rate as
indicated by each CPC is less than or equal to the RCS total flow rate. If
necessary, adjust the CPC addressable constant flow coefficients such that
each CPC indicated flow is less than or equal to the RCS flow rate, " with a
specified frequency of 12 hours. TS SR 3.3.1.5 states, "Verify total RCS flow
rate indicated by each CPC is less than or equal to the RCS flow determined
by calorimetric calculations," with a specified frequency if 31 days. TS SR
3.3.1.2 and SR 3.3.1 .5 each contain a note stating that the SR is ''Not required
to be performed until 12 hours after THERMAL POWER~ 85percent RTP."
However, the 50.59 screen for 70percent evaluation of TS does not evaluate
this.
Licensee corrective actions to address these deficiencies included revising the 1O
CFR 50.59 screening to evaluate the actual wording of the TS SR 3.3.1.11
frequency ("Once after each refueling prior to exceeding 85percent RTP,") which
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allows performing the surveillance at 70percent ATP. The 10 GFR 59 screening
change also added evaluation of TS SRs 3.3.1 .2 and 3.3.1.5 which stated that
although the surveillances are not required to be performed until 12 hours after
reaching 85percent ATP, the associated surveillance procedures had been
revised to direct these SRs be performed above 68percent ATP. The surveillance
procedure changes ensure the surveillance are performed and do not conflict with
the TS wording. The licensee determin ed that a TS change is not required. (The
licensee revised the associated surveillance procedures prior to the NRG
inspection and therefore , was not result of NRG identification of the 1O CFR 50.59
screening deficiencies.)
10 CFR 50.59(d)(1) requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the
facility that "include a written evaluation which provides the bases for the
determination that the change, test, or experiment does not require a license
amendment.. ." Contrary to 10 GFR 50.59(d)(1), the licensee's written evaluation
in the 10 GFR 50.59 Screening for ECP 800873488-0131 was inadequate in that it
did not provide an adequate bases for the determination that the change to limit
reactor power to 70percent did not require a license amendment. Specifically, this
10 GFR 50.59 screening did not adequately evaluate the effect of limiting reactor
power to 70percent on TS SR 3.3.1.2, SR 3.3.1 .5 and TS SR 3.3.1 .11.
Because this violation impacted the regulatory process, the inspectors assessed it
in accordance with the NRG Enforcement Policy, as directed by MC 0612,
Appendix B, "Issue Screening". NRG Enforcement Manual contains specific
processes and guidance for implementing this Policy. NRG Enforcement Manual,
Section 2.1 O.D.6 states, in part, that minor violations include the failure to meet 1O
GFR 50.59 requirements that involve a change to the final safety analysis
description where there was no reasonable likelihood that the change would ever
require NRG approval per 10 CFR 50.59. As described above, the change to limit
reactor power to 70percent did not require a license amendment prior to
implementing the change , so with respect to section 2.1 O.D.6 of the NRG
Enforcement Manual, there is no reasonable likelihood that this change would
ever require NRG approval. Therefore, in accordance with the NRG Enforcement
Manual , the inspectors determined that the failure to provide an adequate written
evaluation of the change to limit reactor power to 70percent was a minor violation
of 1O GFR 50.59(d)(1 ). This deficiency was entered into the licensee's corrective
action program as NN 202243314.
2) Vibration and Loose Parts Monitor System

a) UFSAR 5.4.1.5.5 states, "Motor vibration is sensed by the VLPM and
pump shaft vibration systems attached to the pump driver mount (motor
stand). Excessive vibration is alarmed in the control room ."
b) UFSAR Table 7.6-4, Safety and Nonsafety instrumentation Flooding
Analysis , referenced the RC pump P002/P004 VLPM transmitters.
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The inspectors identified that UFSAR section 5.4.1.5.5 and Table 7.6-4 were
affected by the V&LPMS modifications and not addressed as part of the 50.59
screening tor NECP 800457837-0540. The licensee evaluated the replacement
V&LPMS against the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.133, Loose-part
Detection program for the Primary System of Light Water Cooled Reactors ,
Revision 1, which specifies the monitoring locations required for the V&LPMS and
determined that the replacement of the Combustion Engineering system with the
Westinghouse Digital Metal Impact Monitoring System met the requirements
specified in Regulatory Guide 1.133. The licensee monitors reactor coolant pump
vibration using the RCP Pump Shatt Vibration System which provides an alarm
indication in the control room and the replacement of the V&LPMS does not affect
the operation of the system. In addition , Table 7.6-4 was determined to have no
safety impact due to the changes would not adversely affect the flooding analysis.
The inspectors also observed the initial testing setup of the Unit 2 vibration and
loose parts monitoring system. In addition , the inspectors reviewed the test
results of the Westinghouse Digital Metal Impact Monitoring System and V&LPMS
which have newly designed externally mounted sensors located at that 7th tube
support plate level of the replacement steam generators. The test consisted of
small impacts with a force transducer hammer. This transducer hammer was
used to via the 8-inch hand holes at the 7th tube support plate level. This access
allowed for a check of the sensitivity of the new sensors to detect impact in the
upper area of the steam generators. The test results demonstrated that the new
system could detect the hammer impacts at the 7th tube support plate level.
However, the inspectors noted that the test results could not be calibrate to detect
tube-to-tube impact since the test was limited to only impacts to the tube support
plate. However, even with this limitation it was reasonable to demonstrate that the
new external sensors were sensitive enough to detect internal impacts at the
upper level of the steam generator, specifically associated with the7th tube
support plate.
10 CFR 50.59(d){1 ) requires that the licensee maintain records of changes in the
facility that «include a written evaluation which provides the bases for the
determination that the change, test, or experiment does not require a license
amendment.. . " Contrary to 1O CFR 50.59(d}(1). the licensee's written evaluation
in the 10 CFR 50.59 Screening for ECP 800457837-0540 was inadequate in that it
did not provide an adequate bases for the determination that the change to the
V&LPMS did not require a license amendment. Specifically, the 10 CFR 50.59
screen ing did not adequately evaluate the effect of the V&LPMS modifications on
UFSAR Section 5.4.1 .5.5 and Table 7.6-4.
Because this violation impacted the regulatory process, the inspectors assessed it
in accordance with the NRG Enforcement Policy, as directed by MC 0612,
Appendix 8 , "Issue Screening". NRG Enforcement Manual contains specific
processes and guidance for implementing this Policy. NRG Enforcement Manual,
Section 2.10.0.6 states, in part, that minor violations include the failure to meet 10
CFR 50.59 requirements that involve a change to the final safety analysis
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description where there was no reasonable likelihood that the change would ever
require NRG approval per 10 CFR 50.59. As described above, the change to the
V&LPMS modifications did not require a license amendment prior to implementing
the change, so with respect to section 2.10.0 .6 of the NRG Enforcement Manual,
there is no reasonable likelihood that this change would ever require NRG
approval. Therefore, in accordance with the NRG Enforcement Manual, the
inspectors determined that the failure to provide an adequate written evaluation of
the V&LPMS modifications was a minor violation of 1O CFR 50.59{d){1 ). This
deficiency was entered into the licensee's corrective action program as NN
202258050 .
.5

(Closed) Unresolved Item 05000362/2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic
Model Results"

a. Discussed Unresolved Item 2012007-08, "Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic
Model Results"
NRG Inspection Report 05000361 /2012007 and 05000362/2012007described this
unresolved item, in part, as follows:
"The team identified an unresolved item associated with the adequacy
of Mitsubishi's FIT-II/ thermal-hydraulic code. The FIT-Ill code predicted
nonconservative low velocity and low void fraction results which were used as inputs
to the vibration code FIVATS. These non-conservative thermal-hydraulic results lead
Mitsubishi to conclude that margins to instability were significantly larger than they
actually were."
During the original design, Mitsubishi used a number of computer codes to determine
that the design of the steam generators was adequate in regard to potential for FIV
and excessive wear. Based on key boundary operating parameters, primary
temperature and flow rates from the SCE CDS, the Mitsubishi-developed code Steam
Generator Steady State Performance Code (SSPC) was used to provide a onedimensional thermal-hydraulic calculation of the overall SG performance parameters,
such as primary outlet temperature, steam pressure, steam flow, and tube bundle
circulation ratio.
The SSPC code results were then used in the Mitsubishi FIT-Ill 30 thermal-hydraulic
code to define spacial velocity, density, and void fraction for input into the FIV
calculation . The Mitsubishi developed FIVATS code was then used by Mitsubishi in
fluid-elastic stability analyses to determine if tubes are subjected to conditions that
would exceed their SR design margin of 1.0, assuming that one of the twelve antivibration bar support contacts was ineffective.
It was determined during the AIT inspections in March 2012 that the SCE steam
generator were under-designed in regard to margin to FIV, and that the lack of margin
was largely due to under-prediction of gap velocity and void fraction by the Mitsubishi
FIT-Ill code analysis (L5-04GA521 Rev. 3, Three-Dimensional Thermal and Hydraulic
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Analysis, dated 3/14/2008). The local thermal-hydraulic analysis has a significant
effect on the SR result. It was concluded that the U-bend velocities were under
predicted by a factor of 2.5 to 3. Additionally the FIT-Ill peak void fraction and quality
were 0.95 and 0.67, respectively. The comparable values from the ATHOS results are
0.996 and 0.91 at 1OOpercent power, respectively, where fl uid density is also 2.5 to 3
times smaller than the values computed by FIT-Ill. These two factors of the under
prediction produce SRs that are lower by 20 to 40 percent of the projected true values
in the generators.
Therefore, it is evident that there was much less margin to the onset of FEI than the
designers or the licensee intended. Consequently, in Staff's opinion, th is lead to the
tube indexing and possibly other features not being optimally designed.
a. Inspection Scope
The inspectors reviewed corrective action documents and supporting engineering
evaluations associated with this unresolved item to determine if a performance
deficiency existed or if the issue constituted a violation of NRG requirements . The
inspectors reviewed Nuclear Notification NN 201836127 and associated cause
evaluation performed by Edison to address the mechanistic cause of the non
conservative results of the f=IT Ill thermal hydraulic model and flow induced vibration
analysis developed by Mitsubishi for the design of Unit 2 and Unit 3 replacement
steam generators. The inspectors also reviewed the status of Edison's and
Mitsubishi's cause evaluation to identify the organizational and programmatic factors
leading to the non conservative thermal hydraulic model.
Additionally, tho inspectors reviewed the Certified Design Specification for the
replacement steam generators to identify the applicable design standards for thermal
hydraulic modeling and flow induced vibration. The review of design information
included Design Qasis Documents for the orig inal steam generators to identify any
design requirements for thermal hydraulic modeling and flow induced vibration, in
order to determine if those requirements wore properly translated into tho Certified
Design Specification. The inspectors reviewed the applicable design standards to
identify design information that would have prompted the licensee to identify
deficiencies in tho thermal hydraulic model and flow induced vibration analysis.
Particularly, the inspectors reviewed the technical justification for critical assumptions
and design inputs.
Tho inspectors interviewed licensee staff and reviewed applicable quality assurance
requirements and site procedures for tho verification of supplier documents to assess
whether the licensee had a reasonable opportunity to identify any deficiencies with
tho thermal hydraulic modeling and the flow induced vibration analysis based on the
requirements and guidance in site procedures.
b. Findings
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Furthermore, Section 3.5.1 of tho Certified Design Specification stated that: "To tho
extent practical, tho version and identity of all Codes, Standards, and other
documents applicable to this Specification are shown in this Section ." Following this
statement, the Certified Design Specification listed ASME BPVG, Section Ill,
Subsection NGA; and Division 1 Appendices as part of the applicable standards.
The "Evaluation of Tube Vibration" performed by Mitsubishi for the original design of
tho Replacement Steam Generators (Document 8023 617 1 G157, Rev. 3) adopted
tho methodology in Non Mandatory Appendix N to ASME BPVG , Section Ill, "Dynamic
Analysis Methods," to evaluate flow induced vibration in tube arrays exposed to cross
flow. Specifically, section 5 of this document stated that the vibration analysis was
performed in accordance with the procedures and suggested inputs given in the
Appendix N 1330 to ASME Gode Section Ill. Th is analysis v«as revie•...ied and
approved by SCE on January 28, 2008 during the design stage of the Replacement
Steam Generators.
Paragraph N 1330 in Appendix N provided recommendations and inputs for avoiding
flow elastic instability of tube arrays. Paragraph N 1331 .1, "Prediction of the Critical
Velocity," stated that the onset of instability is governed, in part, by the flow velocity in
the gaps bePltoen the tubes, which is determined by: Vg - \ta x P/(P D). '/tlhore "Vg"
is the gap velocity, "Va" is the approach flow velocity that would occur if the tubes
were not present, "P" is the tube array pitch as defined in Figure N 1331 3, and "D" is
tho outside diameter of the tube.
However, Mitsubishi's evaluation in response to this unresolved item (DRAFT
Document S023 617 1 M1530, Rev 1) identified that one of the factors responsible
for the non conservative flmv velocities was that the flow area definition was not
consistent with the recommendations in Appendix N. Mitsubishi determined that the
tube to tube gap used in the FIT Ill thermal hydraulic code to determine the gap
velocities was larger than the recommended value in Appendix N, which resulted in
lm\•er flow velocities. The difference in flo·.v area definition is illustrated below. The
tube array in SGE Replacement Steam Generators is a triangular array rotated 60
degrees with a tube pitch of P - 1.0 inch . For that type of array, ASME BPVG,
Section Ill , Appendix N, Figure N 1331 3 defines tho tube pitch as the center to
center distance between two tubes along the same column/rm\' and in the longitudinal
direction of the flow, which in this case would be P - 1.0 inch. However, the flow area
defined in FIT Ill used the tube pitch in tho transverse direction of the flmv, which in
SCE rotated triangular array would be P - 1.73 inches. The use of a larger pitch in
tho FIT Ill thermal hydraulic analysis resulted in larger gaps between the tubes and
consequently in non conservative flow velocities.
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The "Three Dimensional Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis" performed by Mitsubishi
and approved by SCE (Document S023 617 1 C683, Rev. 3) during the design
phase of tho Replacement Steam Generators showed that the thermal hydraulic
model was built with t\•t'o different pitch values. Tho report stated that the model was
built with a 1.0 inch pitch in tho longitudinal direction of the flow and 1.73 inch in the
trans't1erse direction. This report was approved by Edison on April 2, 2008.
Additionally, the "Evaluation of Tube Vibration" report stated that the thermal hydraulic
conditions for the FIT Ill modeling wore based on a 1.0 inch pitch in the longitudinal
direction of the flow and 1.73 inch in the trans>Jerse direction. These two design
calculations were supporting documents for the "Performane Analysis Report"
required in the Certified Design Specification.
Additionally, the cause e>Jaluation report for this unresolved item (NN 201836127,
Revision 0) identified an additional factor that contributed to non consorvati 10 results
of stability ratios. The criteria used by Mitsubishi, and accepted by Edison, for tho
analysis of flow elastic instability was based on ASME BPVC, Section Ill, Appendix N.
Section N 1330 specified that tho critical velocity "Ve" for flow elastic instability relates
to the damping ratio "&n" as shown in the equation below.
1

Paragraph N 1331 .3 stated that, if the design oqui·1alont uniform cross tlm•+' gap
velocity is less than the critical velocity "Ve" computed with a value of C 2.4, a
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0.5,

and a damping ratio of 0.5peroent in gas, or 1.5peroent in "wet" steam or liquid, then
instability is almost certainly not a problem and scale model testing is not necessary.
As discussed in the "Evaluaton of Tube Vibration" report, tho original vibration
analysis of the replacement steam generators was based on a 1.5percent damping
ratio. However, the fluid characteristics in the area where the tube damage occurred
was estimated to be above 90percent void fraction . At that void fraction percentage,
steam is much closer to gas characteristics than '\vet" steam, which means that tho
1.5percent damping ratio was not completely accurate for the range of flow conditions
in the steam generators. The use of a higher damping ratio resulted in higher (non
conservative) critical flow velocities , which translated into greater margin for flow
elastic instability or lower stability ratios.
Tho inspectors determined that the licensee did not moot the expectations in
procedure S0123 XXIV 37.8.26 to ensure the thermal hydraulic modeling and flow
induced vibration analysis of the Replacement Steam Generators were adequate with
respect to the Certified Design Specification . Specifically, the licensee failed to
ensure that the design calculations appropriately incorporated tho self imposed
methodology from the ASME QPVC, Section Ill, Appendix N standard that was
adopted my Mitsubishi for the flow induced vibration analysis. The inspectors
determined that tho availability of the executable thermal hydraulic software, the
design requirements contained in the Certified Design Specification, and the review of
the "Three Dimensional Thermal and Hydraulic Analysis" and "Evaluation of Tube
Vibration" calculations presented reasonable opportunities in the design review
process to foresee that the flmv area definition and damping ratio 'Nere not consistent
with the methods in ASME BPVC, Section Ill, Appendix N for flow elastic instability.
[Add Information Based on Working Level Meeting with SCE in September]
As a result of the failure to verify the adequacy of the thermal hydraulic and flow
induced vibration design, both Unit 3 replacement steam generators experienced
flow elastic instability in a localized area of the tube bundle leading to tube to tube
wear. Tho tube degradation progressed to the extent of causing a primary to
secondary leak in steam generator 3EO 88 through tube R106C78. Additionally, from
March 13 21 , 2012, the licensee conducted in situ pressure testing of the suspect
tubes in both Unit 3 steam generators and identified a total of eight tubes (including
the leaking tube) that failed to meet the performance criteria in plant Technical
Specifications (TS) . Tho in situ pressure testing identified that tubes R106C78,
R102C78 , R104C78, R100C80, R107C77, R101 C81 , R98C80, and R99C81 in steam
generator 3EO 88 failed to meet the structural integrity criterion in TS 5.5.2.11. In
addition to fail the structural integrity criterion , tubes R106C78 , R102C78, and
R104C78 also failed to meet the accident induced leakage criterion in TS 5.5 .2.11.
[Add discussion on final corrective actions to address FEI.)
Analysis: The inspectors determined that the licensee's failure to verify the adequacy
of the thermal hydraulic and flow induced vibration design of the Replacement Steam
Generators as required by procedure 80123 XXIV 37.8.26 was a performance
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deficiency. This performance deficiency is more than minor because it is associated
with the equipment performance attribute of the Initiating Event Cornerstone and
adversely affected the cornerstone objecti'1e of limiting the likelihood of those events
that upset plant stability and challenge critical safety functions during shutdown as
'Nell as power operations. Specifically, the failure to verify the adequacy of the
thermal hydraulic and flow induced vibration design resulted in tube wear duo to flow
induced vibration , which challenged tho structural integrity of tho tubes to perform
their pressure boundary function.
The inspectors used NRG IMC 0609, Attachment 4 and Appendix A, to evaluate the
significance of this finding. In accordance with Exhibit 1 of IMC 0609 , Appendix A, the
inspectors determined that this finding required evaluation in aocordance with IMC
0609, Appendix J because the finding involved a degraded steam generator tube
condition where one tube oannot sustain three times the differential pressure across a
tube during normal full power, steady state operation (3xAPNO). In accordance with
IMC 0609, Appendix J, this finding requires a detailed risk analysis since it involves
two or more tubes that cannot sustain (3xAPNO) and one or more steam generators
that violate "accident induced leakage" porfurmance criterion .
[SRA's Input for Preliminary White SOP]
The lioensee initiated NN 201836127 to address this issue in the Corrective Action
Program and implement corrective actions to prevent recurrence.
This finding has a cross cutting aspect in the area of Human Performance associated
with tho Decision Making component bocauso tho most significant oontributor tho
finding was that the licensee did not use appropriate conservative assumptions during
the review of the thermal hydraulic and flow induced vibration design (H .1(b)). [Note :
Tho PD occurred ;:.. 3 yrs ago , evaluate if CCA is still appropriate.]
Enforcement: 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion Ill , "Design Control, " requires in
part, that design oontrol measures shall be established to provide for verifying or
checking the adequacy of design, suoh as by the performanoe of design re•1iews, by
the use of alternate or simplified calculational methods, or by the performance of a
suitable testing program . Plant Technical Speoification 5.5.2.11 , Steam Generator
Program, states in part that steam generator tube integrity shall be maintained by
meeting the performance criteria for tube structural integrity and aocident induoed
leakage.
Contrary to the above , on January 28, 2008 and April 2, 2008, the lioensee failed to
establish design oontrol measures during the rovie•.v of Mitsubishi's design
oalculations S023 617 1 C157 and S023 617 1 C683 , respectively, to verify or check
the adequacy of the thermal hydraulio and flow induced vibration design with respect
to the self imposed methodology for flow elastio instability in ASME BPVC, Section Ill ,
Appendix N. Consequently, tho inadequate thermal hydraulic and flow induced
vibration design resulted in non conservative flow conditions leading to flow elastic
instability of a group of tubes in Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators. In March
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2012 and as a result of tho flow elastic instability, tubes R106C78, R102C78 ,
R104C78 , R1 OOC80, R107C77 , R101 C81 , R98C80 , and R99C81 in steam generator
3EO 88 failed to meet the structural integrity criterion in TS 5.5.2.11 when tested via
in situ pressure testing. In addition to fail the structural integrity criterion , tubes
R 106C78, R 102C78, and R 104C78 also failed to meet the accident induced leakage
criterion in TS 5.5.2.11 . Because this finding has been determined to be preliminary
greater than very low safety significance (greater than Green), it will be treated as an
apparent violation and tracked as NI 05000361/2012009 01 , "Failure to Verify
Adequacy of Thermal Hydraulic and Flow Induced Vibration Design for the
Replacement Steam Generators. "
.6

(Closed) 05000362/2012007-04 "Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during
the Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators"
a. Inspection Scope
[John's input.]

Introduction: the team identified an unresolved item associated with the
dimensional controls of critical dimensions throughout fabrication of the Unit 2
and Unit 3 replacement steam generators.
Description: The team reviewed the differences between Unit 2 and Unit 3 in
dimensional controls of critical parameters associated with the upper bundle
structure replacement steam generators, including anti-vibration bar and tubing
dimensions. The team determined that Mitsubishi relied on the industry
standards and guidance during the fabrication and design of the replacement
steam generators. Dimensional controls for tube roundness and anti-vibration
bars were identified by Mitsubishi as conservative on the final tube bundle
clearances at normal operating conditions. However, the team noted that final
design was not optimal for the thermal-hydraulic conditions and that additional
design measures were necessary to prevent tube-to-tube wear discovered in
the Unit 3 replacement steam generators.
The team assessed the reported changes to the dimensional controls of the
upper bundle structure were properly evaluated during the fabrication of Unit 2
and Unit 3 replacement steam generators. These changes were within the
design specifications and included manufacturing changes to the anti-vibration
bars and steam generator tube, which were meant to reduce the wear between
anti-vibration bar (anti-vibration bar) and tubes. As documented in NRC
augmented inspection team report05000361 ;362/2012007, the replacement
steam generators were required to be designed, fabricated, and tested in
accordance to industry standards and NRC endorsed methods described in
applicable regulatory guides. The team determined the design specifications
contained the same general fabrication requirements for both the Unit 2 and
Unit 3 replacement steam generators.
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Mitsubishi's causal evaluation determined that improvement of dimensional
controls associated with anti-vibration bar flatness and tubing ovality were key
contributing causes in determination of the failure mechanism leading to tubeto-tube wear in Unit 3. The team noted that the specifications also reference
inputs from industry guidance found in the Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers
Association (TEMA}, ath edition, 1999. The team noted the TEMA guidance in
permitted practical use of engineering principles and field experience in the
manufacturing and design of the tube heat exchangers. The general scope of
the TEMA standard clearly indicates that damaging tube vibration can occur
under certain conditions, including "unsupported tube spans." The
replacement steam generator design specifications input used the TEMA
guidance in determining the maximum unsupported tube spans. However, the
maximum unsupported tube span do not consider potential flow induced
vibration issues, and in cases where engineering analysis show the probability
of destructive vibration, the designer is directed to analyze key design
conditions including the thermal-hydraulic limitations and baffle design and
tube span. This is necessary to account for and prevent flow induced vibration
damage.
The root cause analysis report for tube wear identified in the Unit 2 and Unit 3
Steam Generators of SCE, UES-20120254, Revision 0, concluded that the
replacement steam generators thermal dynamic conditions (void fractions)
were high but designers performed feasibility studies to improve them. The
report stated that several design adjustments were made to reduce the adverse
thermal dynamic conditions but the effects were small. The designers
concluded that the final design was adequate and were in compliance with the
necessary regulatory requirements. The team noted that Mitsubishi cause
evaluation stated in-plane fluid elastic instability was a phenomenon that had
not been experience in Nuclear U-tube steam generators and that the upper
bundle tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps were within design specifications.
However, the root cause identified tube-to-tube wear was caused by large
displacements of tubes in the in-plane direction because none of the antivibration bar supports were restraining tube motion.
As identified by the cause evaluation, prior to design phase of SCE replacement
steam generators, the accepted industry U-bend design practice applied flat
bars (anti-vibration bar) supports because of significant advantages such as
decreased tube to anti-vibration bar wear rates. Prior to 2005, it had been
established practice to consider anti-vibration bar or flat bars supports very
effective in U-Bend steam generators. However, the team noted earlier industry
studies had documented that flow induced vibration characteristics was not
well understood. In fact, in a 1983 study referenced in the SCE W-Cap
operational assessment titled "The Effect of Flat Bar Supports on the Cross
flow Induced Response of Heat Exchanger U-Tubes," in the Journal of
Engineering for Power, October 1983. page 27, stated the need for additional
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research since supports (flat bars) may not adequately restrict in-plane tube
motions.
The NRC reviewed Mitsubishi technical evaluation report on Unit 3 replacement
steam generator tube wear and noted that dimensional controls were reportedly
improved. This improvement was in standard deviation of Unit 3 anti-vibration
bar dimensions. The team evaluated the information which shows a small
improvement in standard deviations associated with only the bending portion
of anti-vibration bar thickness change from nominal. For straight bar section
standard deviation was not notable better between Unit 2 and Unit 3
replacement steam generators. Other improvements were identified in the
standard deviations associated tube ovality.
The inspectors also reviewed the results of another comparative analysis
based on visual inspection and documented in Appendix 7, "Visual Inspection
Results for U-Bend Region for Unit-2/3." The license concluded that even
though Unit 3 operated for a much shorter time compared to Unit 2, there were
differences such as tube to anti-vibration bar wear patterns as well as similarity
conditions observed in anti-vibration bar and tube conditions. For example the
visual observations from the Unit 2 and 3 did not show large gaps between the
anti-vibration bars and tube. The anti-vibration bars appeared to be straight
with no detectable abnormalities with weld caps or upper structure orientation.
However, wear patterns in Unit 2, which had operated the longest, did not have
the wear pattern seen in Unit 3 steam generators, which showed evidence of
extended tube wear scaring attributed to in-plane motion or vibration, with
evidence of orbital tube movement relative to the anti-vibration bar and tube.
This result show that high amplitude in-plane tube vibration did not occur in
Unit 2.
The team concluded that Mitsubishi followed the design specifications as
required and attempts to improve Dimensional Controls during the Fabrication
of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam Generators does not constitute a
performance deficiency. This unresolved item is closed.
The inspection team also reviewed the following reports which assessed the
differences in dimensional controls between SCE Unit 2 and SCE Unit 3 and the
impact of these differences on the tube-to-anti-vibration bar gap distributions and
tube-to-anti-vibration bar contact force distributions through-out the U-bend region
and their affect on fluid-elastic instability performance at Units 2 and 3.
•

•

Mitsubishi Document L5-04GA564 (S023-617-1 -M1538, Rev 1) - "Tube Wear
of Unit 3 RSG Technical Evaluation Report," which is Attachment 4 to the
"SCE Unit 2 Return to Service Report."
AREVA document (1 814-AU651 -M0160, Rev 0, proprietary version) - "SCE
Unit 2 Cycle 17 Steam Generator Operational Assessment for Tube-to-Tube
Wear"
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The Mitsubishi/AREVA assessment of the dimensional control differences was
performed as part of the SCE operational assessment. The inspection team also met
with cognizant Mitsubishi and AREVA personnel to discuss this assessment.
In support of this inspection activity, the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRA) prepared a Technical Evaluation Report documenting its evaluation of the SCE
Cont irmatory Action Letter response letter, including the accompanying enclosures,
attachments , and appendices. The NRR Technical Evaluation Report is provided as
Attachment 1 of this inspection report. The scope of NRA Technical Evaluation
Report included an evaluation of the SCE operational assessment of steam generator
tube integrity for SCE Unit 2 for the period extending from Unit 2 restart from refueling
outage 17 to Unit 2 shutdown for its next scheduled steam generator inspection. This
included a review of the Mitsubishi/AREVA assessment of the dimensional control
differences. The cognizant individual for performing and documenting the review of
the operational assessment in the NRR Technical Evaluation Report was also a
member of the inspection team.
b. Observations and Findings
[I anticipate making no findings relative to the Mitsubishi/AREVA assessment.]
No findings were identified.
The inspection team reviewed and concurs with the NRR Technical Evaluation Report
(Attachment 1), which includes an evaluation of the Mitsubishi/AREVA assessment of
dimensional control differences between Units 2 and 3. Observations and
conclusions stemming from team's review of the NRR technical Evaluation Report
that pertain to the SCE operational assessment include the following :
[Observations and conclusions will be provided later, upon completion of the TER.]

.7

Resolution of Independent Technical Review Findings (see Enclosure 1)
a) Inspection Scope
The inspection team reviewed the findings prepared by NRC consultants Ian Barnes
and Hans Garkisch, Beckman & Associates, in a report entitled , "Independent
Evaluation of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SCE) Steam Generator Tube
Wear Problems," dated July 13, 2012 (see Enclosure 1 for the report) . The
consultants findings were based on their review of documents available at that time,
which included SCE Condition Report NN 201836127, "Root Cause Evaluation: Unit 3
Steam Generator Tube Leak and Tube-to-Tube Wear Condition ," Revision 0,
Mitsubishi report L5-04GA428, Revision 5, "Design of the Anti-Vibration Bars," and
Mitsubishi report L5-04GA564, Revision 2, "Tube Wear of Unit-3 RSG - Technical
Evaluation Report," Mitsubishi report L5-04GA510, Revision 5, "Thermal and
Hydraulic Parametric Calculations, " SCE document 8023-617-01, Revision 4,
Mitsubishi document L5-04GA521, "Three Dimensional Thermal and Hydraulic
Analysis FIT Ill Code Analysis)," Mitsubishi report L5-04GA571 , Revision 4,
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"Screening Criteria for Susceptibility to In-Plane Tube Motion," and a draft copy of the
NRC Augmented Inspection Team Report that was issued final on July 18, 2012, San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station - NRC Augmented Inspection Team Report
05000361/2012007 and 05000362/2012007 ."
b) Observations and Findings
No findings were identified.
The NRC consultants made a number of find ings pertaining to dimensional
differences (within specified tolerances) between the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators
that may have contributed to the more severe tube-to-tube damage observed at Unit
3 versus that observed at Unit 2. The inspection team addressed each of these
findings as follows:
•

Consultant finding: The observed difference in standard deviation values for tube
diameter on the U-bend flanks (sometimes referred to as "G-value" or "ovality" in
the consultant's and Mitsubishi's reports) as reported in L5-04GA564, Revision 2,
was considered by the consultants to have minimal effect on any difference in the
contact forces at the tube-to-anti-vibration bar supports between Units 2 and 3,
particularly if one takes into consideration that the low radius U-bends are the
biggest contributor to tube ovality.
The inspection team reviewed the tube diameter data in L5-04GA564, Revision 2
and Revision 9, and concurs with this finding for the same reasons cited by the
consultants. In addition , the inspection team observed that this finding is
consistent with the results of the Mitsubishi manufacturing dimensional dispersion
analysis in L5-04GA564, Revision 9, Appendix 9, wh ich shows that the mean
differences in G-values from nominal and differences in G-value standard
deviations from the mean between Unit 2 and 3 are small compared to the
differences in anti-vibration bar twist between Units 2 and 3 which are the
dominant contributor to the higher contact forces (tighter tube bundle) being
calculated by Mitsubishi for Unit 2 versus Unit 3. [Provide summary TER
conclusion regarding the MHI analysis here.]

•

Consultant finding : Absent the existence of additional information, there is no
apparent basis to believe that the number of local radius adjustments during
manufacture of the U-bends, as reported in Mitsubishi report L5-04GA564,
Revision 2, has any relevance to the observed steam generator tube degradation .
The inspection team reviewed the U-bend radius adjustment data in Mitsubishi
report L5-04GA564, Revision 2 and Revision 9, and concurs with this finding.
Local radius adjustments are sometimes needed to bring the U-bend profiles to
within the required profile. However, the inspection team finds that U-bend radius
variability does not directly impact tube-to-anti-vibration bar gaps provided the
profile requirements are met. In addition, the team observed that this finding is
consistent with the results of the Mitsubishi manufacturing dimensional dispersion
analysis in L5-04GA564, Appendix 9, Revision 9, wh ich does not consider U-bend
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radius variabil ity as a relevant parameter affecting the tube-to-anti-vibration bar
gap and contact force distributions ..
•

Consultant finding : The average of the gaps between the outermost tubes and the
central columns was found to be essentially the same between the Unit 2 and Unit
3 steam generators, which does not support a premise that more uniform
manufacturing practices for the Unit 3 tube bundles resulted in less contact force
between the tubes and anti-vibration bars. In the absence of more dimensional
information for the steam generator tube bundles, it is not believed possible to
explicitly define the number of active supports in the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam
generators.
The inspection team reviewed the gap information (in Mitsubishi report L504GA564, Revision 2) cited by the consultants in addition to Revision 9 of the
same report. The team concurs that the measured gaps between the outermost
tubes and the anti-vibration bars in the central columns do not in-of-themselves
not support a premise that more uniform manufacturing practices for the Unit 3
tube bundles resulted in less contact force between the tubes and anti-vibration
bars. The team noted, however, that find ings by SCE relating to the number of
active supports in the Unit 2 and 3 steam generators are based on analyses
documented in Mitsubishi report L5-04GA564, Revision 9, Appendix 9, and in
SCE report 1814-AU651-M0160, Revision 0, prepared by AREVA. These
analyses were not reviewed by the consultants, but were reviewed as part of the
NRR Technical Evaluation Report which was reviewed and concurred with by the
inspection team and which is provided as Attachment 1 to this inspection report.
[Summarize pertinent findings from TER as they relate to the number of active
supports in the Unit 2 and Unit 3 steam generators]

•

Consultant finding : Eddy current test inspection measurements of tube-to-antivibration bar gap were determined to be of questionable value in an assessment
of likely tube wear behavior. Review of Figure 4.1 .2-1 in Mitsubishi report L5-04
GA564, Revision 2, indicates the potential fallacy in projecting differences in
average contact forces (at tube-to- anti-vibration bar intersections) between Units
2 and 3. . Specifically, Figure 4.1.2-1 shows virtually identical average absolute
signal amplitudes at anti-vibration bar locations for steam generators 2E0-88 and
3E0-89, steam generators that have shown significant differences in operational
tube wear behavior.
The team reviewed the Mitsubishi data in both Revision 2 and Revision 9 of L504GAS64 and concurs that this data in-and-of-itself lends little insight as to the
significantly different amounts of tube-to-tube wear observed between Units 2 and
3. The Mitsubishi signal amplitude data is based on bobbin probe data. Since the
time of the consultant review, AREVA conducted extensive gap measurements
using eddy current pancake and ultrasonic techniques expected by AREVA to
provide a more accurate and comprehensive gap assessment. The purpose of
these measurements was to determine if there were highly heterogeneous spatial
distributions of large gaps among the steam generators that might affect the
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results of the AREVA QA. These measurements were reviewed as part of the
NRR Technical Evaluation Report which was reviewed and concurred with by the
inspection team and which is provided as Attachment 1 to this inspection report.
[Summarize pertinent findings from TER as they relate to the gap measurements
performed and their significance relative to the operational assessment]

CARL's Input
•

Review and assess the inconsistencies between the RSG design (L5-04GA510,
Rev. 5, "Thermal and Hydraulic Parametric Calculations") and calculated thermal hydraulic performance.
The purpose of a thermal-hydraulic parameter study is to provide all parametric
data needed for other related dynamic, thermal performance, and safety analysis
studies required to support the 50.59 evaluation. The performance codes are
specific to the designers of the component and are generally not described in the
plant licensing basis documents, i.e. , including the SCE Updated Final Safety
Analysis Report (UFSAR). These are generally rather simple 1D codes developed
by the vendor.
The SSPC code is built based on the design inputs and other requirements
provided by the CDS and on the geometrical characteristics and internal
components of the Mitsubishi model 116TT1 RSGs. The SSPC code is run first
and it provides all the basic operating parameters and performance information .
The analysis provides the main operating parameters including saturation
pressure, circulation ratio, steam flowrate, tube side pressure drop, feedwater
pressure at feedwater inlet nozzle, all individual component pressure losses in the
circulation loop, global heat transfer coefficient, and the water and steam
inventories. At the conclusion of the calculation the steam static pressure at the
outlet nozzle is derived . The vendor is required to meet the minimum guaranteed
pressure specified in the CDS with the inputs provided .
The main calculation results are shown in Table 6.1.5-1 [5) . The data under
column reactor coolant system inlet temperature = 598 F at BOL operating
conditions are those used as Cycle 16 operating conditions that are input to the
ATHOS base case analysis. NRC staff noted that all the ATHOS models, i.e., the
Mitsubishi model, the Westinghouse model , and the NRG independent model all
use these SSPC results as input. Consequently, staff suggested SCE to consider
having Westinghouse provide results using the GENF code but SCE did not follow
through on our suggestion. The most important parameters from the SSPC are
the steam pressure and the circulation ratio . SCE indicated that the generator
exceeded expectations during the performance pressure tests, which is a good
indicator that the calculated results are reasonably accurate. This information
however has not been verified.
In conclusion, there are no major issues with this document or the performance
results provided. However, it is staff opinion that the recirculation ratio may be
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overstated , but if so slightly and it does not have any significant effect on results.
However, lower recirculation ratios do tend to produce higher void fractions in the
U-bend.
The deficiencies noted in the Mitsubishi design are related to the results provided
by the FIT-Ill code and how cases were selected for analysis. The first problem is
that Mitsubishi should have assumed EOL conditions with steam generator
plugging at the maximum plugging limit and fouling maximized. The lowest
projected steam pressure would have produced most conservative condition to
start the three-dimensional analysis. FIV calculations should always use the most
limiting condition for design . The second problem was related to the internal code
computations and modeling which did not become apparent until the leak
occurred in one of the Unit 3 steam generators. Based on Mitsubishi scaled-model
tests they knew FIT-Ill was predicting lower velocities in certain areas of the
bundle. To compensate Mitsubishi applied a multiplier of 1.5 to the code output,
prior to use in the FIVATS code FIV assessments. This is not the correct way to
address a deficiency in a fluid dynamics code. The adjustments should have been
made inside the code by correcting empirical correlations so that overall
conservation of mass, moment, and energy solution integrity is maintained in the
code calculation .
The key results of the FIT-Ill analysis are provided in L5-04GA521 (Figure 8.1 -2a)
showing a predicted maximum steam quality of 0.67 and maximum void fraction of
0.95. The conditions postulated considerably under estimate the steam quality
and therefore also under estimate steam velocities and void fraction.
The outputs of the FIT-Ill analysis are only used in the vibration analysis of
essential components, primarily the tubes. The FIV design is contained in the
document, L5-04GA504, Rev. 3, "Evaluation of Tube Vibration ." In this analysis,
the Mitsubishi FIVATS code is used to read the FIT-Ill yelocities and evaluate the
design for tube vibration to justify the number and layout of the tube support
plates and anti-vibration bars proposed. Their design methodology used the
Connors Equation to evaluate out-of-plane flow instability using typical ASME
suggested design values for Kand h in the U-bend region, i.e. , conservative
values of K=2.4 and h= 1.5percent.
Table 2-4 (of L5-04GA504, Rev. 3) shows the limiting stability ratio results,
assuming one anti-vibration bar support point is inactive , indicating that the
maximum expected in the steam generators were 0.49 to 0.54. These SR results
are considerably low in respect to the acceptance of 1.0 and indicate adequacy in
the proposed design. Even with a lower SR threshold of 0. 75, these results would
indicate that the design is satisfactory.
The experimental verification for FIT-Ill as described in Mitsubishi report KAS20050201 , Rev. 2, "FIT-Ill Code Validation Report" was limited however the code
was reportedly benchmarked to the ATHOS code. The plots in the report
appeared to show good agreement however recent comparisons of the codes (for
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the SCE generators) show significant differences. The reasons for the FIT-Ill lower
velocity and void fraction predictions were determined to be due (1) inherent
differences in how primary flow is modeled, (2) differences in empirical
correlations and associated multipliers, (3) not properly modifying to the code
accounting for code deficiency, i.e., use of post process multipliers, and (4) error
found in gap velocity transformation that is not consistent with the ASME Ill code
criteria.
The NRG independent ATHOS results compared to Mitsubishi FIT-Ill design
results are shown below for Tube R142C88, which generally is one of the limiting
tubes because of its length, and Tube R1 C89. Secondary fluid conditions are for
1OOpercent load with the lower case T hot Figure 1: U-Bend Gap Velocities
Tube R142C88

Tube R1C89
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The ATHOS code predicts considerably higher velocities in the region (Figure 1)
where FEI would initiate, that is, at 1Oto 50 degrees along the hot side of the
steam generator. This is important because the higher velocities in this region can
cause significant vibration on the opposing cold side of the bundle at 120 to 160
degrees. This is the most prevalent mode of vibration , Mode 1 [6]. The line noted
as Mitsubishi FIT-Ill calculation includes the Mitsubish i multiplier 1.5, believed to
account for under predictions in their tests . As shown , ATHOS maximum
velocities can be higher by a factor of 3 to 4 times. The inputs into the FIV model
are an integrated average so that the overall effect of velocity prediction would be
closer to 2 to 3 times.
ATHOS also predicts considerably higher void fractions (Figure 2) and lower fluid
densities (Figure 3) again in the region where FEI would initiate. Regions of lower
density and higher void fraction produce less damping and higher SRs. These
results indicate that FIT- Ill consistently under predicts the severity of thermalhydraulic conditions in the tube bundle. Therefore depending on the particular
tupe being analyzed, SRs results with ATHOS could easily approach 1.0 and
would likely exceed 1.0 if one anti-vibration bar is assumed ineffective.
•

Review the potential cause for low flow velocities. There is a reg ion of almost
stagnant flow, possibly caused by higher flow resistance for the cross-flow from
the wrapper inlet ports into the tube bundle due to the smaller P/D of the RSGs
than in the OSGs. A comparison of the RSG thermal/hydraulics with that of the
OSG was not found in either the AIT or the ACE reports, which could aid in the
determination of the cause for the flow abnormalities in the RSG . (Carl with
assistance from Jean-Paul)
The item is not clear, it is true that flow in the downcomer is restricted by
protrusions of inspection ports, wrapper supports, and tube support plate antirotation blocks. At the bottom of the downcomer (Top of Tubesheet) flow is forced
make 90 degree turn and is directed into tube bundle. This flow is affected by the
height of the wrapper opening , size of open lane, and pitch/diam ratio . This area
of the bundle at the periphery should be evaluated for high velocity and FIV on
tubes and for low flow but not related to FIV.
As the flow continues in the bundle it slows considerably as it begins upflow in the
bundle. There are some places on top of tubesheet that should be evaluated for
low flow for potential sludge accumulati on. It is not uncommon to see areas of low
flow, so modern RSGs include features for 1-2percent blowdown flow and
enhanced sludge lancing.
As I recall P/ D is same for RSG and OSG in lower bundle (straight tubing) but it is
different in the U-bend region. There also are slightly more tubes in the RSG but
not enough to have any effect on sludge potential or any flow concerns in the first
span . Jean Paul also has some concerns I will add later.
Th is is why I need the distribution of indications data from SCE
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•

The correlation between boiling in a small reg ion at the bottom of the tube bundle,
based on Mitsubishi Document calculations, and the observed reg ion of tube wear
increasing from tube support plate 1 levels upward into the U-bend region has
apparently not been addressed. Some mechanism is moving the tubes and
causing the tube-to-tube support plate wear in a small region . Can an
assessment of this be done? (Carl)
There is potential of subcooled nucleate boiling in lower tube support plates in
lower rows on hot side of steam generators. The effects of this nucleation are
usually not significant so it is quite often not considered during design of steam
generators. Generators, however, with lower recirculation ratios, like SCE, are
more susceptible because the tube bundle contains a larger percentage of steam
than other steam generator designs but the likelihood would still be considered
inconsequential. Additionally it should be noted that the P/ D ratio is the same in
RSG andOSG.
Based on previous operating experience with OSGs there were problems with
corrosion products being deposited in tube support plates from improper
secondary water system that eventually fill the crevice, resulting in a region of
restricted flow and intermittent dryout. Due to better secondary water chemistry
and improved broached-hole tube support plate design made of stainless steels,
th is type cracking at tube support plates is virtually eliminated in modern RSGs.
This is why I need the distribution of indications data from SCE

•

Review the simplified scenario of Section 6.3 and make a determination to the
validity. From the report, "More evaluations would be required to substantiate the
postulated scenario as the source of the high void traction and velocity in a
specific U-bend region." (Carl with assistance from Jean-Paul)
Best available "domestic" tools have been used to project the thermal-hydraulic
conditions that are produced in SCE RSGs at last cycle operating conditions. Four
independent calcu lations were made with two different codes, all yielding relatively
similar results. The codes used include the EPRI ATHOS code and the French
CAFCA4 code. Each of the code use homogeneous methods with empirical
models for heat and mass transfer and drift flux models to compute two -phase
flow conditions. The codes methods date in the 1970's and 1980's but they have
been widely used and benchmarked to available scaled and full-plant data.
Additionally, the ATHOS and CAFCA4 code results have been successively used
to design many PWR replacement stream generators.
Modeling two-phase flows is very complex since it exhibits various flow regimes,
or flow patterns, depending on the void fraction of the two-phase flu id and the flow
rate. Additionally, flow patterns can be irregular or chaotic. However, averaged
behavior based on conservation equations can be used to model one-dimensional
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steady state and transient two-phase flow in reactors and steam generators with
control volume approach . Obviously, some simple transients are relatively easy to
model and can be validated with data while others are more difficult and data to
validate the results are scarce. Three-dimensional analysis with axial, radial and
tangential control volumes adds additional complexities of momentum equations
for the added directions. The 30 code uses a porous media approach to represent
local geometries and needs customized pre-processors to model modern designs
of anti-vibration bars and tube support plates.
Westinghouse maintains its own version of ATHOS and has completed the most
comprehensive validation of the code. Additionally they are considered to be the
most experienced users, although the Areva staff and the NRG staff also have
experience with the code. To support plant restart, Mitsubishi has been directed by
SCE to use the ATHOS with their analyses being reviewed by Areva and other
SCE consultants.
The Westinghouse validation suite includes:
1).

2) .

3).
4) .

5) .

Model Boiler Number 2 (MB-2) one percent power-scaled model of the
Westinghouse Model F steam generator, designed to be geometrically and
thermal-hydraulically similar to the Model F, and capable of generating 1O
MWt of power. The model was able to produce dry saturated steam at 1000
psia, the same as the Model F.
Full-scale steam generator data measured at EDF nuclear power plants
Bugey 4 and Tricastin 1 (Westinghouse Model 51A and 51 M) operated at
full and reduced power levels.
EPRI full -scale steam generator test data collected from operating
Westinghouse Model F and 04 steam generators.
French CEA Clotaire scaled test program with the main focus on thermalhydraulic data collected on the secondary side fluid void traction and axial
vapor velocity throughout the tube bundle. This data had not been
previously verified. Nine organizations from six countries participated in this
program to verity six different 3-0 thermal-hydraulic codes developed for
PWR steam generator analysis. Westinghouse participated to verify the
ATHOS code.
Leonard Cold Flow Test using a scaled down model of the U-bend region of
a bundle similar to the Westinghouse Model 51 design with three test
configurations (a) no anti-vibration bars, (b) two sets of anti-vibration bars,
and (c) three sets of anti-vibration bars. Experiments were conducted in
each configuration to obtain velocity distributions along the U-bends.

From these test cases, Westinghouse concludes that the ATHOS code calculates
thermal-hydrau lic parameters and behavior in good agreement with measured
data. They conclude that the ATHOS solution has proven to be conservative and
acceptable for determining three-dimensional steam generator thermal-hydraulic
performance.
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These experimental data and test parameter matrices appear to adequately
encompass the regions and conditions of concern for cycle 16 operation of SCE
RSGs. The code has wide use and acceptance in the nuclear industry for
analysis of recirculating-type steam generators. As with any thermal-hydraulic
code, the accuracy of the results is a function of the code and the ability of the
user to correctly model and interpret the output. The staff believes that ATHOS
code modeling is sufficiently capable of representing these thermal-hydraulic
conditions and the users were sufficiently proficient in building the input models.
The results of several models were reviewed to establish some level of confidence
in the key ATHOS output for vibration analysis for two tubes in the tube-to-tube
wear affected region of the bundle. Results reviewed include the NRC
independent ATHOS thermal-hydrau lic analysis, the Mitsubishi ATHOS thermalhydraulic analysis, the Westinghouse in-house ATHOS60 thermal-hydraulic
analysis , and the AREVA CAFCA4 thermal-hydraulic analysis. Comparisons are
shown for gap velocity, void fraction, and flu id density along the U-bend of the
subject tubes at 1 OOpercent power operation. As indicated the major differences in
the results are located on the hot side of the U-bend, where the tubes are hotter
and there is more bulk boiling . Additionally the wrapper transition opening is
located in this region so there is an increase flow area, and consequently
increases in fluid velocities along the entire periphery. The NRC and Mitsubishi
results show the highest peak velocities, at about 20 degrees along the U-bend.
The Westinghouse velocity results are about 20 percent lower and show two
diverse peaks in the velocity, one at about 20 degrees and another at about 50
degrees along the U-bend. The CAFCA4 velocity results are 40 percent lower and
show one peak at about 60 degrees along the U-bend.
The NRC and Mitsubishi results also show the higher peak void fractions and they
peak at a lower location along the U-bend as compared to the Westinghouse and
AREVA results. At higher angles along the U-bend, about 60 to 100 degrees, void
fraction predicted by each code tends to merge, and along the remainder of the
cold side tends to show very similar trends. Comparisons of flu id density show
similar trends as the void fraction as expected. Dry saturated steam at about 850
psia has a density of about 2.0 lbm/ft3 , and the NRC, Mitsubishi and Westinghouse
results predict that there are significant areas in the U-bend, in the affected region,
where velocities are high and steam is nearly dry.
Peak velocities and void fraction in the vicinity of angles of 30 degrees support the
tube-to-tube wear patterns found in the Unit 3 steam generators at noted in [6].
AREVA indicates that the wear impact points for tube-to-tube wear are
overwhelmingly consistent with Mode 1 displacements.
At face value it would appear that the NRC and Mitsubishi results would produce
the higher SR result. However, since the Westinghouse results show a second
peak and a much larger area of high velocities and since velocity input used in the
FIV computation is integrally averaged over the tube length, it is not clear that the
NRC and Mitsubishi results would produce the limiting SRs. It is concluded that
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the ATHOS code models are adequate to predict th e approximate location and
magnitude of the high void fraction and velocity which are th e key contributors to
tube -to-tube wear found in the U-bend reg ion.
Figure 4: U-Bend Gap Velocities
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Figure 5: U-Bend Void Fraction
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Figure 6: U-Bend Density
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40A6 Meetings
Exit Meeting Summary
On March, ? , 2013, the inspectors presented the inspection res ults to Mr. P. Dietrich
Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer, and other members of the licensee staff.
The licensee acknowledged the issues presented. Proprietary information was provided
to the team and all proprietary information was either returned to Southern Californ ia
Edison or destroyed.

40A7 Licensee Identified Violations
(NOTE: This is standard language when inspectors review violations that have been
identified by the licensee have been entered into the corrective action program and
which are being handled properly.)
(NOTE : Must state the requ irement; NRG tracking numbers are not required since these
violations will not be put into the PIM or RPS.)
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160

180

The following violation(s) of very low safety significance (Green) [or Sev"'r ty L~vel !VJ
was (were) identified by the licensee and is a violation (are violations) of NRC
requirements which meets (meet) the criteria of the NRG Enforcement Policy for being
dispositioned as a Non-Cited Violation .
.1

Place Holder
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
KEV POINTS OF CONTACT
Licensee Personnel

F. LastName, Title
(un less accomplishment of inspection activities required significant contact with lower-level
personnel , this section shou ld generally be limited to managers and higher]
NRC Personnel
D. Beaulieu, NRA, Project Manager
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Opened
05000361 -2012009-01

AV

Failure to Verify Adequacy of Thermal-Hydraulic and FlowInduced Vibration Design for the Replacement Steam
Generators

05000361 -2012007-04

URI

Evaluation of Changes in Dimensional Controls during the
Fabrication of Unit 2 and Unit 3 Replacement Steam
Generators

05000361-2012007-08

URI

Non-Conservative Thermal-Hydraulic Model Results

Closed
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SCE DOCUMENTS
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Confirmatory Action Letter - Actions to Address Steam
Generator Tube Degradation

12/03/2012

San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station , Unit 2
SCE Unit 2 Return to Service Report

12/03/2012

SCE Unit 2 Cycle 17 Steam Generator Operational
Assessment
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NUMBER
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SCE Unit 2 Cycle 17 Steam Generator Operational
Assessment

0

1814-AU651-M0160

SCE Unit 2 Cycle 17 Steam Generator Operational
Assessment for Tube-to-Tube Wear

0

1814-AU651-M0145

Operational Assessment for SCE Unit 2 SG for Tube-toTube Wear Degradation at the End of Cycle 16

1

1814-AA086-M0190

Operational Assessment of Wear Indications in the UBend Reg ion of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Unit 2 Replacement Steam Generators

4

S023-617-1 -M1538

Tube Wear of Unit 3 RSG Technical Evaluation Report

1

S023-617-01

Specification for Design and Fabrication of the
Replacement Steam Generators for Unit 2 and Unit 3

4

S023-617-1-M1508

Accelerometer Data Report for Unit 3 (L5-04GA 102R 1)

1

S023-617-1-M1520

Tube Wear of Unit-3 RSG - Technical Evaluation Report

7

S023-617-1-C491

Design of Anti-Vibration Bar (L5-04GA428_ R5)
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Evaluation of Tube Vibration (L5-04GA504 R3)
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SCE Unit 2, Steam Generator Internal Impact Test Results

0

1814-AU651 -M0151

SCE U2C17 and U3F16B anti-vibration bar Gap and
Tube-to-Tube Proximity Measurement Program

0

LTR-SGDA-12-36

Flow-induced Vibration and Tube Wear Analysis of the
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 2
Replacement Steam Generators Supporting Restart

1

SG-SGMP-12-10

Operational Assessment of Wear Indications in the Ubend Region of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
Unit 2 Replacement Steam Generators
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NECP 800873488-132

50.59 Screen 70percent Power Operation

NECP 800873488-124

50.59 Evaluation 70percent power Operation

October 15,
2012

NECP 8009010290041

50.59 Screen 70percent Power Annunciator

September 14,
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50.59 Screen Argon Injection into RCS
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December 19,
2012
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50.59 Screen Nitrogen-16 Monitors
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50.59 Screen U2C17 Reload ECP

August 30,
2012

NECP 8006984290150

50.59 Screen for TR-PL Correction

July 30, 2012

NECP 8008734880130

50.59 Screen Plugging and Stabilization

December 6,
2012

NECP 8004578370550

50.59 Screen Vibration and Loose Parts Monitor System

January 14,
2013

NN 201843216

RCE Steam Generator Tube Wear, San onofre Nuclear
Generating Station, Unit 2

April 23, 2012
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UGNR-SON2-RSG067(7)
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